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Television Interview From Multigenre Project on Marcus Allen

ESPN Interview

Hi this is James George from ESPN with a special guest with us today Marcus Lemarr Allen. Q Now Marcus what are you going to do go to the N.F.L or visit family. A Go to the N.F.L. Q What are your thoughts for this year. A I went to be a star. Being Rookie of the year and be picked by the Raiders and lead the league in touchdowns. “Marcus you sure sound confident.” Why shouldn’t I, I ran for over 2,000 yards in High School and Heisman Trophy winner in college? Q Why do you want to be picked by the Raiders? A Because it’s close to my family. Q What about injuries. I understand you have some leg problems will this affect your playing. A I don’t know I just have to play smart. Q One final question do you expect to be elected to the football hall of fame.